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SOLUTIONS BRIEF: HARDWARE QA TESTING

PROVEN EXPERIENCE IN HELPING ENSURE 
YOUR DEVICES PERFORM AS DESIGNED
Leading publishers and developers understand that the 
high growth and dynamic global video games industry 
is fuelled by an insatiable appetite for immersive and 
interactive player experiences.

The launches of next-gen consoles have been marked by 
huge demand. However, when resources are limited, 
the desire to expedite hardware production is 
understandable.

Platform and peripheral manufacturers need to ensure 
that their devices work with intended systems, do not fail 
under normal and failure conditions, and function for 
short and long play sessions. Taking the time to test 
designs early in the product development process can 
save time and money later on.

At Keywords Studios, we have more than 15 years 
of experience testing hardware for multiple clients, 
devising custom strategies that deliver proven results. 
We have specialised Hardware Testing teams that can 
supplement your own internal engineering teams to help 
ensure your vision of device performance will be realised.
Keywords Hardware QA teams provide you with the following: 

Our Hardware Testing teams can check your devices for 
performance issues. Image © Sam Pak, Unsplash

With testing specifically focused on hardware, using skilled and experienced teams, Keywords can help instill 
confidence in your product.

These teams can ramp up at short notice and have the flexibility to change testing trajectories mid-stream 
to suit your project requirements.

We have the highest security rating from manufacturers that trust us with their unreleased devices, 
and we welcome your engineers to visit the test environment for security audits.
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ABOUT KEYWORDS STUDIOS

With studios around the world, Keywords Studios is a leading technical and creative services provider for global 
video games and beyond. With locations in Asia, Australia, the Americas and Europe, Keywords Studios has a 
breadth and depth in multiple industry-leading service lines including Art, Game Development, Audio, Functionality 
QA, Localization, Localization QA and Player Support. Working across all major platforms, in more than 50 different 
languages, Keywords Studios delivers exceptional support for its clients across the globe.

Are your engineering teams equipped for Hardware Testing?
Consider the following: 

• Do you have the required testing capacity?

• Do you have enough hardware to accommodate your next stress test?

• Can you ensure your device works with the most popular devices on the market?

• Do you have the experience to create test plans and diagnose platform issues?

Our hardware testing solutions help ensure your device will last as long as the software, testing not just the 
longevity of the device but its firmware, how it reacts to unexpected failures, and other potential issues that can 
occur in the wild.

Proven Hardware Testing experience:

KEYWORDS HARDWARE 
TESTING PROVIDES HOW YOU BENEFIT

Customised testing programmes Help ensure that your hardware  devices operate as designed and  
deliver better end-user experiences

Specialised, experienced teams
Free up your existing teams to  concentrate on key tasks such as  

software and firmware testing

Highest security rating Peace of mind that your unreleased  hardware devices are in safe
ùand  proven hands

Quality Hardware solutions Save time and avoid additional costs associated with faulty or defective devices

Are you looking for reliable, scalable QA solutions? 
Enter your details on our website now to get a proposal.

Hardware QA testing services from Keywords Studios can help you to save on personnel and equipment costs,
as well as delays. We offer a wealth of knowledge and scale, giving you peace of mind for the quality of your
device and project deadlines.
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